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to re
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formation
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to
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of
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the
processes
using
of
from having the taken-for-granted
show that property?far
meanings
in the social science literature that informed western advisors
ten assumed
as a site of interwoven
better understood
lawmakers?is
and Romanian
social, and cultural struggles. Property in all of these dimensions,
political,
"it" cannot be
in practice;
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Verdery argues, ismade, unmade,
in advance or thought to take any form "naturally."10
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pro
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ceeds not (or not only) through literally tracing the movements
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of
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and
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postsocialisms
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critique central assumptions
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see the attempt to create markets
and democracies
other words,
or to what extent they
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not
for
whether
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in
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her
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characterized
both posts, if often in different ways. Chari and Verdery
trans
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studies as mutually
envision postsocialist
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formative and generative of a new kind of post-Cold
emerges from intersecting epistemological,
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new
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perspectives
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particular
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well
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places
as the tension between
balance
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in the study of the former Soviet bloc.
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There
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Union,
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that is, has contributed
placed
is
of
this
A
effect
side
of
the
however,
confluence,
region.
anthropology
and others
taken by anthropologists
view sometimes
that the comparative
in the study
less attention
has received
methods
employing ethnographic
of postsocialisms
(it does not, for instance, have a prominent
place in the
reviews of the field mentioned
above).
sheer unpredictability
above
ics described

13. A
Verdery

significant
would

propose

and
anthropologists,
of whether

question

benefit
secondary
be the continued

of

the kind

from the only
alone?far
the issue of empire
power. On
von
and Anatolyi
Mark
Remnev,
Burbank,
Hagen,

Jane

Power, 1700-1930

Histories
nial

of

that Chari

conversations

and

between
of conversations
historians,
deepening
the
the Russian
and Soviet empires,
about
scholars
other
including
as a colonial
can be usefully
or not the Soviet Union
understood
zone

for such

eds., Russian

conversations?see

Empire:

Space, People,

(Bloomington, 2007); Bruce Grant, The Captive and theGift: Cultural

of Sovereignty
in Soviet History,"

in Russia
a

special

and

the Caucasus

issue,

edited

(Ithaca,
by Adeeb

2009);
Khalid,

the (Post-) Colo
"Locating
of Central Asian
Survey 26,

no. 4 (December 2007), and Adeeb Khalid, "The Soviet Union as an Imperial Formation:
eds.,

in Ann Laura
Stoler, Carole McGranahan,
Asia,"
Maria
Formations
Todorova,
123-51;
(Santa Fe, 2007),

from Central

A View

Imperial

and

Peter

"Balkanizem

C. Perdue,
in post

kolonializem: O lepoti pogleda z letala," ZgodovinskiCasopis (Historical review,Ljubljana)
Nations: EthnographicKnowledge
61, nos. 1-2 (2007): 135,141-55; Francine Hirsch, Empire of
ActionEmpire:
The Affirmative
Union
the
Soviet
and the
Martin,
2005);
(Ithaca,
Terry
Making of
Nations and Nationalism in theSovietUnion, 1923-1939 (Ithaca, 2001); Douglas Northrop,
VeiledEmpire: Genderand Power inStalinistCentralAsia (Ithaca, 2004). On anthropology and
Meets
Soviet His
see also
"Historical
in the region,
Anthropology
Rogers,
Douglas
no. 3 (Summer
and Eurasian
inRussian
633-49,
Kritika:
7,
2006):
History
Explorations
tory,"
and Hann,
Multiple
Temporalities."
"Anthropology's

history
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to comparison
is
for this relative lack of attention
of
have
that many anthropologists
grown wary
techniques,
comparative
on which ethno
not only because
they often trim away the particularities
any two or more cases commensura
graphy thrives, but because making
is far from a politically neutral project.
of comparison
ble for the purposes
social scientific
To give but one example,
especially modern
comparison,
a
states
and other
of
used
often
been
has
power
by
technology
comparison,
into
the
actors tomold heterogeneous
groups
governable
polities. Among
as Ann Laura Stoler and Carole McGrana
first and most eager comparers,
A

second

reason

about how to
colonial
powers swapping knowledge
In
orchestrate
and
my view, however, these
empire.14
regulate populations
not foreclose
of compari
the
usefulness
should
of
comparison
critiques
son any more
fieldwork
should end the
than critiques of ethnographic
for a while and asking questions
of people.
practice of living in places
in both cases, is careful, contextualized
research and
is required,
What
aware of and reflects the conditions
of its own production
theory that is
and power it seeks to engage. Situated com
and the fields of knowledge
sort have already formed an important dimension
of the
parisons of this
more
to
stand
make
useful
contribu
of
many
they
study
postsocialisms;
in combination
tions in years to come, particularly
with the strategies of
on new kinds of critical
more
circulations
and
tracing
complex
embarking
above.15
scholarship discussed
comes from the earli
for situated comparison
One of the best models
est days of the study of postsocialisms:
Michael
Burawoy's
study of Hun
to
which
he
the American
Allied,
compared
garian factory shop-floors,
han

out, were

point

14. Ann
Terrains,"
15.

Laura

Stoler

and

in Stoler, McGranahan,

Carole
and

"Introduction:

McGranahan,
Perdue,

eds.,

Refiguring

Imperial Formations.
to
is often used
highlight

Imperial

In
the specifici
comparison
particular
ethnographies,
an entire
for instance,
ties of the case at hand. Verdery's
includes
Vanishing Hectare,
chapter
on the course
as part of her effort to
of property
reform across
the former Soviet bloc
situate the case on which
the book
focuses
and to indicate
the ways in which
her conclu
a fa
sions may or may not be generalizable.
within
the region has also been
Comparison
vorite technique,
contexts.
often in edited
collections
different
juxtaposing
ethnographic
See especially
and Verdery,
Ruth Mandel
and Caro
eds., Uncertain
Transition;
Burawoy

line Humphrey,
and Moralities:
eds., Markets
(Oxford,
2002);
ofPostsocialism
Ethnographies
Matti
and Martha
Berdahl,
Bunzl,
eds., Altering States: Ethnographies
Daphne
Lampland,
in Eastern Europe
and theFormer Soviet Union
Hann,
ed.,
(Ann Arbor,
2000);
of Transition
S. Watson,
and
Rubie
under State Socialism
Postsocialism;
(Sante
Memory, History,
Opposition

Susan Gal and Gail Kligman,
Gender: Politics, Publics,
and Ev
eds., Reproducing
1994);
G. De Soto and David
G. Anderson,
(Princeton,
2000); Hermine
eryday Life after Socialism
eds., The Curtain Rises: Rethinking
Culture, Ideology, and the State in Eastern Europe
(Atlantic
edited
and Watson
in
Highlands,
N.J., 1993). As I note below, only the volumes
by Hann
this list stretch their comparative
the former Soviet bloc?to
China
in both
scope beyond
cases. Notable
the existing
that stretch still farther is Robert
among
comparisons
Hayden's
of
at
tolerance"
shrines in India and
thought-provoking
comparison
"antagonistic
religious
Fe,

the Balkans

Hayden,

and

its implications
Tolerance:
"Antagonistic

for theories

Competitive

of

democracy
Sharing

and tolerance;
of Religious
Sites

and the Balkans," CurrentAnthropology
43, no. 2 (April 2002): 205-31. On
in the future of
studies, see also Don
comparison
postsocialist
and Postsocialist
in Hann,
ed., Postsocialism.
Prospects,"

Kalb,

see Robert
in South
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Asia
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in the 1970s and that led to his Manu
factory in which he had worked
of "relations
in production"
facturing Consent.1^ The careful comparison
in these two factories led
scholar Janos
Burawoy, writing with Hungarian
to
a series of
of
industrial
work"
that em
Lukacs,
challenge
"mythologies
differences between
at the expense
socialism and capitalism
of
phasized
and unexpected
similarities. Burawoy and Lukacs's
insistence
complexities
that comparisons
between
socialism and capitalism must
actual
juxtapose
in both systems (as
to
one
the
of
and
the
ideol
practice
opposed
practice
in the former
ogy of the other) was, given the difficulties of data collection
Soviet bloc and the ideological
fixities of the Cold War, novel at the time
of publication.
Since then, this dictum has become
both more possible
and more
in the literature on postsocialisms,
as
whether
commonplace
or
explicit, developed
comparative
project
implicit framing for largely
research.17
noncomparative
in very different ethnographic
contexts and in an entirely
Working
different area of social and cultural theory than Burawoy and Lukacs,
for
have recently turned their
instance, Dominic
Boyer and Alexei Yurchak
to the
attention
late socialist and late liberal
"uncanny kinship" between
media
conditions
and styles of politically charged satire.18 They begin with
the late socialist parodic
in Yurchak's
earlier work
style of stiob, defined
. . . that
such a degree of over
as, "a form of [late Soviet]
irony
required
identification with the object, person, or idea at which this stiobwas directed
to tell whether
that itwas often impossible
itwas a form of sincere sup
or
a
subtle
of
the two."19 Stiob, Yurchak
ridicule,
port,
peculiar mixture
was
a creation of the
largely
argued,
particular
linguistic and performa
of late socialism,
in which political
tive conditions
and speech
language
became
"hypernormalized"?characterized
chiefly by endlessly repeated,
and recursive phrases
recombined,
significant for their form rather than
their content. In "American Stiob" Boyer and Yurchak
suggest that hyper
crea
not
and its overidentified
be
normalization
exclusively
parody may
tures of the late Soviet period. One
of the most frequent
of
The
targets
one
to
Show's
humorous
video
cite
but
of
the
authors'
montages,
Daily
iswhat host Jon Stewart sometimes calls "political theater": the
examples,
sound bites and other standardized
discursive forms that parade
through
24-hour cable news networks with scant attention paid to any actual politi
cal content,

understood.

traditionally

The Radiant
Past: Ideology and Reality
and Janos Lukacs,
Burawoy
to
Consent:
1992); Michael
Burawoy, Manufacturing
(Chicago,
Capitalism

16. Michael
gary's Road

in theLabor Process underMonopoly Capital (Chicago, 1979).
17. Two

situate

studies

their own

that make

detailed

excellent

ethnographies

use

of

this brand

are Elizabeth

of comparative

C. Dunn,

Privatizing

inHun
Changes

to
framing
Poland:
Baby

Food, Big Business, and the
Remaking ofLabor (Ithaca, 2004); and Zsuzsa Gille, From theCult of
Waste to theTrashHeap ofHistory: The Politics ofWaste inPostsocialistHungary (Bloomington,
2007).
18. Dominic

thetics

of Parody

Boyer
Teach

Rice
lished manuscript,
19. Alexei
Yurchak,

and Alexei

Us

about

University
Everything

tion (Princeton, 2006), 249-50

Yurchak,

"American

Contemporary
and University

Political

Late Socialist Aes
Stiob: Or, What
in the West"
Culture
(unpub

of California,
2009).
Berkeley,
It Was No More:
The Last Soviet Genera

Was Forever Until

(emphasis in the original).
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note three factors in the contemporary
western
Boyer and Yurchak
of
that
created
conditions
have
environment
political/media
"hypernor
in the absence
malization"
quite similar to those of late socialism?even
of a centralized
the concentration
of content pro
machine:
propaganda
in
for
duction
the face of declining profits
the
many media
organizations;
newsrooms
and the associated
for being
temporal speed-up of
preference
first rather than reporting complexities
and nuances;
and the increasing
of media
institutional
and practical
interconnectedness
organizations,
newscasts
who constantly monitor
and seek to outdo
their competitors'
sites and, if not intentionally, find their forms converging
and Web
in
as
case
the process. Here,
in the
of Burawoy and Lukacs's much
earlier
and much different study, the strategy of exploring
situated and provoca
tive comparisons
between
late socialist and contemporary
American
(and
more
on both cases
"western") contexts yields new perspectives
broadly
across social and cul
and new ways to advance
important conversations
tural theory.20
Similar opportunities
derive from ethnographically
driven compari
sons that
or
the connections
among socialist and post
juxtapose
explore
socialist societies around
the world. There are, for instance, growing bod
ies of scholarship
that use the "classical"
socialisms and postsocialisms
of
as a foil for
eastern Europe
and the former Soviet Union
inter
productive
ventions in scholarship based on other regions and contexts: Alena Lede
neva has extended
her own ethnographic
studies of informal economic
an
to
in
Russia
instructive
with China;
practices
comparison
Kelly M.
Askew and M. Anne Pitcher argue that the analytic rubric of
postsocial
ism is better suited to much of Africa than the more
common?and
less
P. Sean Brotherton's
ethno
contextualized?neoliberalism;
historically
care
of
state
health
and
the
socialist
in
Cuba's
graphy
special period relies
in part on theories of state-citizen
in China
first
relationships
explored
and Russia;
and the flourishing anthropology
of China
is, among many
other things, a site for
of
illuminating debate about the very applicability
the term postsocialist to contemporary
East Asian contexts.21 Future com
20.

Susan

Gal

and

Gail

situated
of the
af
of gender
comparison
politics
to this
contribution
of
unbind
important
strategy
see Susan Gal
and Gail
The Politics
ing postsocialisms;
Kligman,
of Gender after Socialism:
A
In their
dis
(Princeton,
2000).
Comparative-Historical
Essay
analysis,
highly gendered
such as those about
the family in postsocialist
a traditional
contexts
con
courses,
being
stant in a
come
into much
focus when
world,
rapidly changing
analytic
sharper
they are
ter socialism

is another

Kligman's
recent
and

with discourses
juxtaposed
States
United
(where many

in western
states and
welfare
the
family
European
as "in crisis").
In the course
of their
family
analysis,
Gal
and
also offer an additional
useful
framework
for
eth
Kligman
situating particular
and historical
in
studies
the fractal, in which
distinctions
and
nographic
larger contexts:
are
at several
levels of analysis. As
in
shapes
reproduced
recursively
analysis
Greenberg's
this issue suggests,
the fractal offers a
new and distinct
potentially
strategy for unbinding
that deserves
wider
attention.
postsocialisms
21. Alena

Ledeneva,

about
see

the

the

"Blat and

Guanxi:

Informal

Practices

in Russia

and China,"

Com

parative Studies inSocietyandHistory 50, no. 1 (January 2008): 118 44;M. Anne Pitcher and

"African Socialisms
and Postsocialisms,"
no. 1 (2006):
1-14
Kelly M. Askew,
(see
Africa 76,
also the
articles
in this thematic
issue of Africa); P. Sean Brotherton,
"We Have
subsequent
to Think Like
but Continue
Socialists":
Medicalized
Emer
Capitalists
Being
Subjectivities,
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parative studies might begin tomine and extend this kind of literature to
still further insights. The
generate
comparative
study of diverse socialisms
and postsocialisms,
for instance,
should offer promising ways to refor
mulate
theories of global capitalism
that impute more
and
homogeneity
to
"neoliberalism"
than
it
deserves.
universality
All of the comparisons
I have summarized,
here
cited, and advocated
share two characteristics.
in situated, contextual
First, they are grounded
ized ethnography,
either in their own presentation
of new research mate
rial or in their summary and
new
for
of
redeployment
analytic purposes
are
elsewhere.
in
united
Second,
ethnography
originally published
they
their rejection of a brand of comparison
that has been central to transi
in the world: comparison
that ranks
tology, in this region and elsewhere
different postsocialist
countries
and
derived
along externally
allegedly
universal metrics
of, for instance, freedom,
corruption, marketization,
or the
of civil society. The studies I discuss here, however
development
set
aside such yardsticks in favor of using
widely they range,
comparison
to
case at hand or tomake a broader
the
set of
sharpen
significance of the
theoretical or critical interventions on a particular
topic.
These points are significant in the study of the former Soviet bloc be
cause
that beset early
they offer a way to bridge one of the main cleavages
studies of the postsocialist
world?a
has
that
been
cleavage
superseded
in practice for some time, but, tomy
has not been specifically
knowledge,
as such. In the 1990s, one of the chief axes of debate
understood
in the
was
area
of
the
between
and
studies/contextual
study
region
knowledge
the universalizing
ambitions
of some corners of western
social science.22
In this debate, anthropologists
often found themselves and their ethno
on the
graphies
particularizing/con
textualizing side, arguing against what
as decontextualized
that could be easily rejected
they saw
comparisons
on the
to lived realities and par
that they paid scant attention
grounds
gent Capital,

and

Socialist

Entrepreneurs

in Post-Soviet

Cuba,"

American

35, no.

Ethnologist

2

(May 2008): 259-74; Andrew Kipnis, China and PostsocialistAnthropology:TheorizingPower

and Society after Communism
A
and Frank N. Pieke,
"Introduction:
Conn.,
(Norwalk,
2008);
no. 1 (Feb
in
Sociale
Chinese
Social
17,
Century
Anthropology?"
Anthropology/Anthropologic
1-8. Even within
this literature
daunt
alone,
ruary 2009):
anthropology
rapidly becomes
see also Helen
F. Siu, "China's
Fast-Forward
with
Century:
ing in its scope and diversity, but

Historical Baggage," AmericanAnthropologist108, no. 2 (June 2006): 389-92; Kesha Fikes
and Alaina

"African

Lemon,

Presence

in Former

Soviet

Annual

Spaces,"

Review

ofAnthro

pology31 (2002): 497-524; Melissa Caldwell, "Food Relief inRussia: The Global Politics of

Race

and World

Status"

(unpublished

manuscript,

University

of California,

Santa

Cruz,

2008); Donald Donham, MarxistModern: An Ethnographic
History of the
Ethiopian Revolution

translation
of this emerging
field of inquiry is the recent
1999). Also diagnostic
texts in the
eastern
socialisms
into Chinese:
see, for in
study of
European
and theNew Class
stance, Ivan Szelenyi, Essays on Socialism, Post-Communism,
2009).
(Beijing,
on whether
to "the transition"
in
should be based
22. For one exchange
approaches
area studies
or universalizing
about
and
comparisons
large-scale
assumptions
scholarship
see
to democracy,
with Terry Lynn
C. Schmitter
shifts from authoritarianism
Philippe

(Berkeley,
of classical

Karl,

"The

Conceptual

Travels

of Transitologists

and

Consolidologists:

How

Far

to the

East Should They Attempt toGo?" SlavicReview 53, no. 1 (Spring 1994): 173-85; and Val
erie Bunce,
111-27.

"Should

Transitologists

Be Grounded?"

Slavic Review

54, no.

1

(Spring

1995):
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and were, therefore, simply inaccurate. This
ticularities of postsocialism
to the
situation both drew on and contributed
ethno
centrality of detailed
to
of
the
the
mentioned
early postsocialist
graphy
region
anthropology
above. In the broader
however, we
postsocialisms,
project of unbinding
can see a wider role for
and
that
works
comparison
through ethnography
a
not
other kinds of contextualizing
does
into
research, yet
priori
slip
or metrics. There
universalisms
should be room in this strategy not only
for anthropologists
and others who employ ethnographic
but for
methods
to insist on
those theoretically oriented political
scientists who continue
the important of contextual,
situated knowledge.23
term postsocialisms, some have suggested,
is fast approaching
its
date?or
has
it.
With
of
expiration
perhaps
already passed
large segments
the populations
of the former Soviet bloc having no personal
experience
of socialism,
to use this term runs
this argument
often runs, continuing
the risk of missing new developments
and transformations
in the region.
As the lifeworlds to which ethnography
attends move on?perhaps
into a
new
era of neoliberal
as
shift
should
global
capitalism?our
terminology
well. Although
I do not disagree
that the former Soviet bloc of the early
twenty-first century differs in significant and substantial ways from the
was born, there are several rea
years in which the study of postsocialisms
sons to think that the term
can
still do useful work.
postsocialisms
In the first place, postsocialism
has never referred exclusively
to ex
so
and
in
nec
these
not
lifeworlds
should
lifeworlds,
periential
changes
warrant
the
broader
I
device.
As
have
indi
essarily
jettisoning
analytic
has also been, for instance, an important rubric for
cated, postsocialism
in western
social science and a banner
critiquing fundamental
concepts
new and vibrant kinds of
for institutionalizing
(both in the
scholarship
western academy and in the
a great deal
Soviet
bloc).
formerly
Crucially,
on postsocialisms
of scholarship
new
has actually
included
approaches
to the socialist and even
to be the case
this continues
presocialist periods;
even in very recent studies.24 Whether
or not
studies and post
postsocialist
colonial
studies merge
in the fashion Chari and
there
Verdery advocate,
The

23.

between
and
science
took place
in a context
disputes
anthropology
political
to
an institutional
in this part of the world
traction
anthropology
sought
gain
just
as
anew with its overall
science
to area studies and the sci
commitment
political
grappled
of itsmethods
and claims. This
context
for
entificity and universality
likely helps account
some of the more
heated
debates
that attended
the emergence
of the anthro
polemical
of
Now
that the
to fade, I
has begun
pology
postsocialisms.
intensity of this moment
hope
there is room for more
and constructive
substantial
engagement
among
anthropologists
and
of the region.
scientists
to Venelin
thanks
Ganev
in person
and
political
(both
My
in his instructive
me
for
to
think
about
these
for instance,
see,
writings)
pushing
points;
Venelin
I. Ganev,
"The
of Neoliberalism'
on
Reconsidered:
Critical
Remarks
'Triumph
Ideas-Centered
of Political
and Economic
in
East
Analyses
Post-Communism,"
Change
Politics and Societies 19, no. 3 (Summer
and Venelin
I. Ganev,
343-78,
2005):
European
Prey
in which

Early

ingon theState:The TransformationofBulgaria after1989 (Ithaca, 2007).
24.

See,

for instance,

Wanner,

Communities

of the Converted;

Grant,

The Captive

and

the

Gift; and Douglas Rogers, The Old Faith and theRussian Land: A Historical Ethnographyof

Ethics

in theUrals

(Ithaca,

2009).
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is no reason

to think that postsocialisms
should refer narrowly to the on
of
than post
the-ground
experience
living through the 1990s any more
concerns
colonialism
itself narrowly with the experience
of living through
the firstdecade
and a half of independence
from European
rule. Indeed,
as the
elements
of
somewhat?at
fade
experiential
early postsocialisms
seems that the critical,
least for some kinds of studies?it
analytic, and
come more
of postsocialisms
theoretical dimensions
might
sharply into
to the region and for those who
focus, both for scholars long dedicated

after Soviet socialism.
previously had little interest in what happened
there is the matter of the adequacy
of the various
candi
Second,
in our vocabulary. Aside
from the
dates vying to replace postsocialisms
War studies proposed
post-Cold
by Chari and Verdery, most suggestions
it
studies into
default,
(often by
seems) on merging
hinge
postsocialist
area of concern
in
the global
of
neoliberal
study
major
capitalisms?a
on African
In
for
socialisms
their
call
today.
anthropology
scholarship
reason not to
and postsocialisms,
Pitcher and Askew offer an excellent
rushed far too quickly to the study
do this. In their view, many Africanists
of free markets,
its common
of neoliberalism,
subthemes
fixating upon
In
the
and massive
structural adjustment,
process, Pitcher
privatization.
was
about many
scholars
and Askew
what
suggest,
neglected
particular
African states: their socialist histories and postsocialist
(It would
presents.
as
the study of postsocialisms
be ironic indeed ifAfricanists embraced
just
in eastern Europe
and the former Soviet Union declared
scholars working
another way as well. As
over.)25 This point might be made
postsocialism
an earlier era of capital
so
for
has
powerfully argued
Dipesh Chakrabarty
one of the ways
outside
ist expansion,
capital works is by effacing histories
into the history of an inevitable capi
itself, by transforming all histories
talist present.26 Although
using the term neoliberalism in scholarly analysis
indicate complicity in a new round of this
does not, of course, necessarily
are
pasts, it seems tome that important
process of silencing noncapitalist
nas of reflection and critique that have animated
the study of postsocial
isms stand to be lost ifwe see formerly socialist parts of the world as just
more examples
of neoliberalism.
to
is
the
concept
urge to look for a successor
postsocialisms
Finally,
on this and other parts
one way to frame the future of scholarship
only
for instance, I have looked less to tem
of the world. In this introduction,
to the questions
that
to
than
spatial reconfigurations,
poral progressions
as
umbrella
we
come
and
retain socialisms
into focus if
postsocialisms
confines of eastern Eu
them from the geographical
concepts but unbind
or
the fact
From
this
Eurasia.
perspective,
rope, the former Soviet Union,
seems
of
socialism
in
the
wake
of
that the immediate
living
experience
as
a
not
for
crisis
be
taken
bloc
to be waning
in the former Soviet
might
data point, a data point that is
our field of study but as one ethnographic
other socialist and postsocialist
temporali
alongside
placed
productively
25.
26.
ference

Pitcher

and Askew,

Dipesh

Chakrabarty,

(Princeton,

2000).

"African

Socialisms

Provincializing

and

Europe:

Postsocialisms."
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ties around
the world in pursuit of answers to still larger questions
(about,
for instance,
of global
the multisited,
workings
capital).
multitemporal
to contemporary
that pro
This, then, would be an approach
capitalism
rather than abandoning
ceeds through the study of postsocialisms,
it for
a great deal of collective
a
It
has
taken
neoliberalism.
time
generalized
about socialisms and post
and effort to set the stage for the conversations
socialisms among scholars of East Asia, South Asia, Latin America, Africa,
and elsewhere
that have been
taking place of late. It may well be that
in
the
ways I have suggested here is a first stage
unbinding
postsocialisms
In terms of building
in discarding
the rubric altogether.
scholarly institu
to jet
tions and networks, however, at the very least, it seems premature
tison postsocialisms
before the still emerging
conversations
a chance
had
and
have
connections,
critiques,
comparisons
out the issue themselves.

about global
to
fully thrash

